Dear Deans and Department Chairs,

JPL has an immense need for Computer Science interns.

Please distribute the below announcement to your Computer Science students as well as Engineering students with excellent Computer Science skills.

Sincerely,

Tehseen

--
Tehseen Usman Lazzouni
Assistant Director
California Space Grant Consortium
University of California, San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive #0411
La Jolla, CA 92093-0411
(858) 534-2472 voice
(858) 534-7840 fax
tlazzouni@ucsd.edu
http://casgc.ucsd.edu
https://www.facebook.com/spacegrant

Dear Students,

Are you a Computer Science major interested in an exciting internship at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory?

Are you an Engineering student with great Computer Science skills?

Do you have a GPA of 3.0 or above?

If you answered “YES”, JPL would like you to apply for an internship.

**When:** There is no deadline but the earlier you apply, the sooner you can be evaluated and selected.

**How:** Send your application to education@jpl.nasa.gov

**What to Include:**

--Current Resume
--Unofficial Transcript

**Note:** Specific projects will be determined based on qualifications and experience.

**Questions:** Send questions via email to education@jpl.nasa.gov.